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KIDS REACT TO THIS QUEASY EASY READER:"Don't say barf - say chewing spit!" Nate-O,
age 5"A triumph in emoji! I wasn't able to completely digest it the first time I read it, but the ideas
in this book kept coming up. Max Howard revels in the bilious vernacular to diagnose a sick
society" - Emmy, Age 6This is a truly disgusting book for daring young feminists and their iron-
stomached parents. Much like the patriarchy, this book will make you feel sick again and again.



The Book Formerly The Knot, The Book Formerly The Batman, The Book Formerly The Boys,
The Book Formerly The Northman



Adrienne R., “Fun even for non-barfers.. My son just requested this book (we had only read it
once before) and he’s only yakked once in his life so far (unless you count the time he took a big
bite of greens and it got caught in his throat which triggered his gag reflex and ejected the
progress he’d made on dinner to that point). I guess he’s vomited twice, then.”

A reader, “Multiple levels. This book can be read on multiple levels, so that both kids and the
adults who read it to them don't get bored. It's disgusting enough to satisfy the younger
audience, with touches of wicked (and sometimes political) humor for their parents.”

Nicole MQ Johnson, “Hilarious for kids and adults. If you have a kid in your life who loves gross
humor, this short book will delight you both. Your kid will love how gross it is, and you will love
how much they have reading it. Protip: protect your tuba before giving kids this book. (Disclosure:
I was given this book for free in exchange for an unbiased review.)”

A.C.S., “OMG this is the best book ever!!!!. This is the perfect book for all kids and all adults, and
the recipes are excellent suggestions to 1. get out of a class you hate 2. to employ on your worst
enemy 3. trick your parents into staying home from school. Your mom will probably already be
there, since she's sick of the patriarchy.We can't wait to read more works by Max Howard!”

chris zelenak, “This book is nasty. If wanting to vomit is your thing, this book is for you. It's totally
gross and I bet elementary school aged kids will love it.”

mlj, “Everybody barfs. A good book for kids who are sick and bummed out or for the kid in your
life who is thrilled by gross things. Contains a very refreshing shout out to working moms. May
cause queasiness.”

Alice, “Barf. Amusing. Just never know what someone will write about but kids love it and yuk it
up all the time.”

Mark Dennis Anderson, “Disgusted & Delighted. Inventive, charming, horrifying, and honest. I
can't wait to read it again and share it with anyone willing to read it!”

The book by Max Howard has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 13 people have provided feedback.
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